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For Immediate Release 

“Let Her Know,” track #2 from Danny “Enjetic” Rivera’s 
“Regenerated” full-length album (which dropped in stores 
Christmas Day and has already generated 160K+ streams on 
Spotify) was released on digital platforms January 21st.  As an 
album track, “Let Her Know” has led the album in track streams, 
with over 52K, and now as its own single has been performing 
well on Spotify with 17K streams and rising. 

The lyrics to “Let Her Know” were written by Enjetic, while the beat/production was 
handled by his producer, Jeffrey “Voice” Watkins.  Enjetic’s fiancé Althea Douvlos 
explains “The song is about me.  My relationship with Danny at one point was at a 
crossroad.  I wasn’t sure exactly where he and I were going.”  Rivera further elaborates: 
“I wrote this song as a message basically “letting her know” that our love runs deep and 
I’m never gonna leave her in spite of any obstacle that came our way.”   

As far as the recording of the song, it all happened in one take in about ten minutes at 
Voice Watkin’s studio.  Rivera explains “Voice was running different beats by me and 
there was one that stood out – I thought it really fit my lyrics well and elevated this song 
to a new level.  The whole thing came down very quickly.”  The melodic song has a 
commercial sound and feel, which according to Rivera is no accident.  “I had conceived 
“Regenerated,” which is my first full-length solo album, to have more of a commercial 
sound than some of my previous work.  When I recorded “Let Her Know,” I immediately 
felt this would fit very well on the album and be a standout track.  I think the song 
definitely crosses genres and is more of an R&B and reggae song than Hip-Hop.  This can 
be said for the entire album as a whole, but especially “Let Her Know.”  I’m proud of the 
fact that this song has been leading the album in popularity so far.” 

Fans should be on the lookout for a remixed version of “Let Her Know,” featuring the 
legendary Hip-Hop artist Keith Murray, coming very soon.  Says Rivera: “Keith is a good 
friend and came by Voice’s studio one night and added some vocals, and I put down 
some new vocals as well – and I think this remixed version is going to please a lot of 
people – I definitely hope so!”  An official music video for “Let Her Know” has also been 
released and it is available for streaming on YouTube and VEVO, as well as numerous 
other platforms. 
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